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An acoustic vector-sensor (a.k.a. vector-hydrophone) is
composed of three acoustic velocity-sensors, plus a collocated
pressure-sensor, all collocated in space. The velocity-sensors are
identical, but orthogonally oriented, each measuring a different
Cartesian component of the three-dimensional particle-velocity
field. This acoustic vector-sensor offers an azimuth-elevation
response that is invariant with respect to the source’s center
frequency or bandwidth. This acoustic vector-sensor is adopted
here for recursive least-squares (RLS) adaptation, to track a
single mobile source, in the absence of any multipath fading
and any directional interference. A formula is derived to preset
the RLS forgetting factor, based on the prior knowledge of only
the incident signal power, the incident source’s spatial random
walk variance, and the additive noise power. The work presented
here further advances a multiple-forgetting-factor (MFF) version
of the RLS adaptive tracking algorithm, that requires no prior
knowledge of these aforementioned source statistics or noise
statistics. Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate the tracking
performance and computational load of the proposed algorithms.
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A. The Acoustic Vector-Sensor
An acoustic vector-sensor consists of three
identical, but orthogonally oriented, acoustic
velocity-sensors plus an acoustic pressure-sensor–all
spatially colocated in a point-like geometry.1 Each
acoustic velocity-sensor has an intrinsically directional
response to the incident acoustic particle-velocity
wavefield, measuring the one Cartesian component
(of the incident wavefield’s three-dimensional
particle-velocity-field vector) in parallel to the
velocity-sensor.2
The acoustic vector-sensor is versatile for direction
finding as follows.
1) A single acoustic vector-sensor possesses an
intrinsic two-dimensional azimuth-elevation directivity.
Multiple incident sources’ azimuth angles and the
elevation angles may be estimated and automatically
matched with only one acoustic vector-sensor.
2) An acoustic vector-sensor’s far-field3 array
manifold is independent of signal frequency and
signal bandwidth, due to the spatial colocation of
all constituent sensors of an acoustic vector-sensor,
which is thus entirely independent of any spatial phase
factor (and thus of the signal frequencies). Hence,
far-field direction finding and source tracking using
a single acoustic vector-sensor would require no
a priori information of the signals’ bandwidth and
spectra. In contrast, an array of spatially-displaced
pressure-sensors has a directivity related to the
frequency-dependent inter-sensor spatial phase factor;
and the resulting beam pattern depends on the incident
source’s frequency, and bandwidth.
For direction finding using one single acoustic
vector-sensor, many algorithms have been
proposed [8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21,
22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. The
only source-tracking algorithm exploiting the
acoustic vector-sensor’s unique array manifold
(according to the present authors’ knowledge)
is [11], which applies Kalman filtering (to a
three-component acoustic vector-sensor without the
pressure-sensor).4,5,6 Instead, this work proposes
1 For a literature survey on the hardware implementations, sea trials,
in-room trials, atmospheric trials, or applications of the acoustic
vector-sensor, please refer to [25, p. 969].
2 For a literature survey on the hardware implementations of
velocity-sensors, please refer to [1], [5]. For a discussion of the
acoustics physics underlying velocity-sensor technology, please
see [18].
3 For an acoustic vector-sensor without the pressure-sensor, its
near-field array manifold is also frequency independent. Please
see [28].
4 The “tracking” algorithms in [20], [30] mis-model the moving
emitter as stationary within a finite-duration temporal window,
which is moved along the time-axis as time proceeds.
5 Source-tracking sea trails have been reported in [2], [4], [29], but
it is unclear what tracking algorithms were used there.
6 For a literature survey on direction-finding algorithms involving
multiple acoustic vector-sensors, please refer to [25, p. 970].
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an adaptive recursive-least-squares (RLS) tracking
algorithm using a single forgetting factor (SFF) or
using multiple forgetting factors (MFF) [7]. RLS
tracking is often computationally simpler than Kalman
tracking, because RLS has fewer internal parameters
to tune. RLS would require less prior information
on the source’s statistics and the noise statistics,
but could not exploit any such prior information if
available.
B. An Acoustic Vector-Sensor’s Array Manifold
For a four-element acoustic vector-sensor located
at the coordinates’ origin, in the emitting source’s
far field, and away from any reflecting boundary, the
acoustic vector-sensor has this 4 £ 1 array manifold at
time tn [3, 28]
3
2
cos μn cos 'n
· ¸ 6
7
def dn def 6 cos μn sin 'n 7
(1)
=6
an =
7
5
4
1
sin μn
1

where μn 2 [¼=2, ¼=2] symbolizes the elevation angle
measured from the x-y plane at time tn , 'n 2 [0, 2¼)
denotes the corresponding azimuth angle measured
from the positive x-axis, un = cos μn cos 'n refers
to the direction-cosine along the x-axis at time
tn , vn = cos μn sin 'n signifies the corresponding
direction-cosine along the y-axis, and wn = sin μn
denotes that along the z-axis.
A four-component acoustic vector-sensor would
thus distinctly measure all three Cartesian components
of the acoustic particle-velocity vector field, plus
the overall pressure scalar field. Multiple incident
sources’ azimuth angles and the elevation angles may
be estimated and automatically matched, with only
one acoustic vector-sensor. For far-field direction
finding and source tracking, using a single acoustic
vector-sensor, there would be no need for a priori
information of the signal’s bandwidth or spectrum or
Doppler shift, because the far-field array manifold in
(1) is entirely independent of any spatial phase factor
(and thus of any signal frequency) due to the spatial
colocation of the acoustic vector-sensor’s constituent
sensors.
C. Organization of this Paper
Section II defines the statistical data model and
the source-tracking problem. Section III develops
the new RLS algorithm using an SFF for a single
acoustic vector-sensor, and derives a formula to
preset the forgetting factor. Section IV develops an
alternative RLS-based algorithm that uses MFFs, but
still a single acoustic vector-sensor. Section V presents
Monte Carlo simulations to verify the efficacy of the
proposed algorithms, in comparison with the open
literature’s only other existing method for source
tracking using an acoustic vector-sensor. Section VI
concludes the entire paper. As for the notation, a
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boldface small-case symbol always refers to a vector;
and a boldface large-case symbol always symbolizes a
matrix.
II.

A MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF THE
SOURCE-TRACKING PROBLEM

The statistical data model is as follows: a far-field
source emits a real-valued baseband-equivalent
signal s(tn ), at known frequency f and possibly
unknown power ¾s2 . The emitted signal impinges
upon an acoustic vector-sensor, located at (0, 0, 0)
in the Cartesian coordinates. After carrier-frequency
down-conversion, the acoustic vector-sensor’s
collected data at time tn equal:
zn = an s(tn ) + nn :

(2)

The 4 £ 1 noise vector nn = [nvx (tn ), nvy (tn ), nvz (tn ),
np (tn )]T is complex valued, statistically uncorrelated
across its components and over tn , with the mean
[0, 0, 0, 0]T and the covariance matrices:
2 2 2 2
E[nn nH
k ] = ±(n ¡ k)diagf¾v , ¾v , ¾v , ¾p g

E[nn nTk ] = diagf0, 0, 0, 0g

(3)

8n, k

where the superscript H denotes the Hermitian
operation, the superscript T symbolizes transposition,
diagf g symbolizes a diagonal matrix having as
its diagonal elements that are inside f g. The
pressure-sensor may thus experience a noise-variance
¾p2 , different from the ¾v2 at a velocity-sensor.
Moreover, this additive noise, as defined in (3), is
modeled as spatio-temporally white, encompassing all
thermal noises and any nondirectional ambient noise
in the background. Given Z = fzk , k = 0, 1, 2, : : : , ng, the
present problem is to adaptively estimate μn and 'n .
III. THE PROPOSED RLS ALGORITHM WITH A
SINGLE FORGETTING FACTOR FOR A SINGLE
ACOUSTIC VECTOR-SENSOR
A. Algorithmic Development
An instantaneous estimate of the incident source’s
Cartesian direction-cosines equals [3]:
8
2
39
[zn ]1 ¤ >
>
=
<
¢
6
7
p̃n = Re [zn ]4 4 [zn ]2 5
(4)
>
>
;
:
[zn ]3
= ¾s2 dn +±pn
| {z }

(5)

=pn

where dn has been implicitly defined in (2), the
superscript ¤ denotes complex conjugation, and [v]i
refers to the ith element in the vector v. Moreover,
f±pn , 8n ¸ 1g denotes the measurement error, which
has been shown in [3] as zero-mean, stochastically
independent and identically distributed (IID) across
the elements of the vector during any one specific n.
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For source tracking, the instantaneous positionestimate in (4) may be used in RLS adaptation with
a data-observation window of a temporal length of
(n + 1). More precisely,
Ã n
!¡1 n
X
X
¡k
d̄n =
¸
¸¡k p̃k
(6)
k=0

k=0

d̂n = [ûn , v̂n , ŵn ]T =

d̄n
kd̄n k

(7)

where the caret ˆ denotes an estimate of the entity
below the caret. Moreover, ¸ < 1 represents the RLS
algorithm’s SFF, whose optimal value is subsequently
derived.
The above leads to the recursive relationship [9],
d̂n =
=

d̄n

(8)

kd̄n k
¸d̄n¡1 + (1 ¡ ¸)p̃n

k¸d̄n¡1 + (1 ¡ ¸)p̃n k

(9)

for n = 1, 2, : : : , N. The denominator in (9) corrects
for the signal amplitude s(tn ) in (2) and implicitly
performs noise cancellation.
The corresponding elevation-angle estimate and
azimuth-angle estimate at time tn equal, respectively,
μq
¶
2
2
μ̂n = arcsin
(10)
ûn + v̂n = arccos(ŵn )

equally likely, towards any direction. This represents
a worst case for tracking, when nothing is a priori
known about the source’s movements.
This “worst case” source-motion model is not
required by the proposed tracking algorithms in
Section III-A, but is employed in the derivation
here. In (12), the magnitude normalization ensures
dn+1 to have unity Frobenius norm, as required
by (1).
The following formula, derived in the Appendix
for the above random-walk source, predicts the value
of the forgetting factor, optimized by the minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) criterion.
s
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+
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:
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¾v
¾p
A Taylor-series expansion of (45) is given by (10)
in [9]:
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(15)
'ˆ n = 6 (ûn + j v̂n ):

(11)

B. How To Preset the Forgetting Factor
An appropriately preset value of ¸ is critical to the
performance of this SFF RLS tracking algorithm. The
value of the forgetting factor ¸ trades off between
1) the tracking algorithm’s adaptive responsiveness
to the source movement, versus
2) the tracking algorithm’s resilience against noise.
An adaptively responsive tracking filter requires a
shorter data-observation window, and is thus more
susceptible to the measurement noises (which are
related to ¾v and ¾p ). On the other hand, a more
noise-resilient tracking filter requires a longer
temporal observation window, to noise average over
more data, thereby reducing the algorithm’s adaptivity
to the source’s spatial movement. The source’s
propagation vector dn+1 at time tn+1 is related to dn as
dn+1 =

dn + wn
kdn + wn k

(12)

where the source’s incremental spatial movement
fwn , 8ng may be modeled as a realization from the
Gaussian stochastic distribution N (0, ¾w2 I3 ) [9], which
is temporally independent and equi-probable in all
spatial directions. This means that the source moves,

The optimal forgetting factor ¸? in (15) minimizes the
leading term in (44). The above formulas use the prior
knowledge of only the signal-to-noise values of ¾s =¾v ,
¾s =¾p , and ¾w =¾h .
Figure 1 shows how the derived optimum
forgetting factor ¸? varies versus ¾w and ¾v = ¾p .
This ¸? is intuitively reasonable: the source position
changes at a speed that increases with ¾w . Hence,
a larger ¾w requires a smaller forgetting factor, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). However, as the noise variances
¾p and ¾v increase, a larger forgetting factor is needed
for better resilience against noise, as indicated in
Fig. 1(c).
IV. THE PROPOSED RLS ALGORITHM WITH
MULTIPLE FORGETTING FACTORS FOR A
SINGLE ACOUSTIC VECTOR-SENSOR
An appropriately preset value of ¸ is critical to
the performance of the SFF RLS tracking algorithm
of the preceding section. However, ¸¤ depends, in a
complicated way, on the variance ¾w2 of the incident
source’s spatial motion and on the signal-to-noise
ratios ¾s2 =¾v2 and ¾s2 =¾p2 , which are all typically
unknown, a priori. In the absence of such information,
MFF tracking [7] may be used, as it requires no preset
value for ¸, but can self-tune ¸.
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Fig. 1. (a) Derived optimum SFF ¸? of (45). (b) and (c) are side views of (a).

This approach7 uses M different forgetting factors
f¸1 , : : : , ¸M g (ordered in decreasing magnitude),
in parallel, on the same data fp̃n , n = 1, 2, 3, : : : Ng,
producing the M estimates fd̂(m)
n , m = 1, : : : , Mg.
These M estimates will be adaptively weighted, to
fit with the source’s time-varying movement. ¸1
would produce a stable but only slowly converging
estimate, whereas ¸M would yield a responsive but
erratic estimate. A weighted average of fd̂(m)
n ,m =
1, : : : , M and n = 1, : : : , Ng produces the combined
estimate,
M
X
¯n(m) d̂(m)
(16)
d̂n =
n

where W denotes the integer part of the median of
f1=(1 ¡ ¸m ), m = 1, : : : , Mg. Moreover, all forgetting
factors have an equal weight, i.e.,

where the weight ¯n(m) corresponds to the mth
forgetting factor, given the observation p̃n . Also,
PM
(m)
(m)
m¡1 ¯n = 1. Moreover, 0 · ¯n · 1, 8m, n.
Furthermore,

V.

and
p(xn(m)

¸m d̄n¡1 + (1 ¡ ¸m )p̃n

k¸m d̄n¡1 + (1 ¡ ¸m )p̃n k

:

(17)

2
xn(m) = (p̃n ¡ d̂(m)
n¡1 ) :

(18)

Qn
p(xl(m) j m)
¯ (m)
¯n(m) = PMn¡W(j) l=n¡W+1
Qn
(m)
j j)
j=1 ¯n¡W
l=n¡W+1 p(xl

(19)

Bayes’ law gives

subsection parallels the adoption in [9] of the MFF method
of [7].
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½ (m) ¾
x
j m) = p
exp ¡ n 2
2¾ˆ n
2¼ ¾ˆ n

(21)

1

¾ˆ n2 =

M
X

(m) 2
¯n(m) [¸m (¾ˆ n¡1
) + (1 ¡ ¸m )xn(m) ] :
|
{z
}
m=1

(22)

=(¾ˆ n(m) )2

SIMULATIONS

A. The Single-Forgetting-Factor Case

Define the prediction error as

7 This

(20)

where ¾n2 symbolizes the weighted prediction error,

m=1

d̂(m)
n =

1
M

(m)
¯n¡W
=

Monte Carlo simulations verify the superior
tracking performance and computational simplicity
of the proposed SFF RLS uni-acoustic vector-sensor
tracking algorithm, over its Kalman-tracking
counterpart [11].
The simulation scenario is as follows. A
mobile emitter undertakes a 300-increment spatial
random walk (indexed by n = 1 : : : 300), with the
three-dimensional spatial increments drawn from
N (0, ¾w2 I3 ), at ¾w = 0:001.8 The emitted signal has
unity power. The velocity-sensors’ additive noise
[nvx (tn ), nvy (tn ), nvz (tn )]T is drawn from N (0, ¾v2 I3 ),
8 This

would correspond to a most unpredictable case for the source
motion in Section III-B.
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Fig. 2. (a) Proposed SFF algorithm estimates. (b) Kalman tracking in [11] estimates versus actual projectile and noisy measurements.

Fig. 3. Proposed SFF algorithm incurs slightly lower average angular estimation error Ãn than does the Kalman tracking in [11].

with ¾v = 0:1. The pressure-sensor’s additive noise
np (tn ) draws from N (0, ¾p2 ), with ¾p = 0:1. At these
settings, (45) gives ¸? = 0:8688. The Kalman tracking
of [11] is here allowed prior knowledge of the values
of ¾w2 , ¾s2 =¾v2 , and ¾s2 =¾p2 . Both the proposed SFF
algorithm and the Kalman tracking are initialized at
dn=0 = [0:5774, 0:5774, 0:5774].
Figure 2 shows this mobile source’s actual
projectile f[dn ]1 , 8ng and the noisy data measured by
the acoustic vector-sensor f[p̄n ]1 , 8ng from a single

Monte Carlo run. The proposed SFF algorithm’s
tracking estimate f[d̂n ]1 , 8ng (for the x-coordinate,
indicated by the subscript 1) is shown in Fig. 2(a),
with the Kalman counterpart in Fig. 2(b). The y and z
coordinates’ data are similar and thus not shown.
Figures 3 and 4, respectively show the tracking
bias and standard deviation, averaged from 200
independent Monte Carlo trajectories, in terms of
def

Ãn = cos¡1 ((dn )H d̂n =kdn k kd̂n k), which accounts for

any tracking error over all three Cartesian coordinates.
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Fig. 4. Proposed SFF algorithm and Kalman tracking in [11] show similar error standard deviation.

Fig. 5. Mobile emitter’s time-sampled projectile fdn , 0 · n · 180g, indicated by sequence of circle-icons and tracked by MFF algorithm.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show that the proposed SFF
algorithm can closely track the actual projectile
despite the high measurement noise and despite
the arbitrariness of the source’s spatial projectile.
Indeed the SFF algorithm can better track the source
than the Kalman tracking of [11]. Computationally
much simpler is the proposed SFF algorithm than
the Kalman competitor, in terms of the number of
floating-point operations (FLOPS) measured by the
“Lightspeed” Matlab toolbox.9 The proposed SFF
algorithm needs on average 1,000 FLOPS, under 2%
of the Kalman-tracking algorithm’s average of 70,000
FLOPS.
9 Please see the website: http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/
people/minka/software/lightspeed/.
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B. The Multiple-Forgetting-Factor Case
The proposed MFF algorithm requires no
prior knowledge of ¾w , ¾v , and ¾p , which can
here vary over time. To highlight the proposed
MFF-algorithm’s adaptivity, the emitter is modeled
to move with variable speed along a spirally-shaped
projectile, where dn = expfnQgu, with Q =
[2, ¡0:5, 0:5; 5, ¡2, ¡20; ¡5, 10, ¡5], and u = [1, 1, 1]T .
Please see Figs. 5 and 6. The spatial increment ¢ here
generally decreases over time, i.e., the source slows
as time progresses. Hence, no one ¸ value would
fit the entire projectile. The measurement noises
are drawn from N (0, ¾v2 I3 ) and from N (0, ¾p2 ), with
¾v2 = ¾p2 = 0:01.
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Fig. 6. Mobile emitter’s time-sampled projectile fdn , 0 · n · 180g, plotted as solid line and tracked by MFF algorithm. Corresponding
noisy measurements fp̃n , 0 · n · 180g, collected by acoustic vector-sensor, are marked by “+” icons.

Figure 7(a) demonstrates the proposed MFF
algorithm’s tracking-error performance. Figure 7(b)
reveals how this MFF algorithm weights the two
forgetting factors (¸1 , ¸2 ), as the mobile emitter slows
over time. Figure 7(c) shows the larger tracking errors
that would have resulted, if only one of ¸1 and ¸2
were used throughout the projectile.
VI. CONCLUSION
An RLS adaptive scheme is herein developed to
track a single source using an acoustic vector-sensor.
Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate its superior
tracking performance and computational simplicity
over the existing acoustic vector-sensor tracking
technique. A formula is derived to preset the RLS
forgetting factor. An MFF algorithm is also developed,
requiring no prior knowledge of the source statistics
or the noise statistics.
APPENDIX. DERIVATION OF THE OPTIMUM
FORGETTING FACTOR IN (45) FOR SFF ALGORITHM
The following analysis will first express the vector
difference between dn in (1) and d̂n in (7), in terms
of an arbitrary ¸. An expression is then derived for
the forgetting factor ¸? to minimize the mean-square
estimation error, given the source motion model in
(12). The approach here adopts the approach in [9] to
the acoustic vector-sensor.

Define a “temporally-forward difference” between
dn and dn+1 of a discrete-time sequence as
¢dn = dn+1 ¡ dn :

(23)

via a Taylor-series expansion of (12):
dn+1 = dn + (I3 ¡ dn dTn )wn + OUB (kwn k2 )

(24)

where OUB (kwn k2 ) stands for a remainder term,
upper bounded in absolute value by a constant
multiple of kwN k2 , regardless of wN . In the source’s
nth incremental spatial movement, there exists the
following component orthogonal to dn ,
¢̃dn = (I3 ¡ dn dTn )¢dn :

(25)

By Lemma H.2 in [3],
trfcov[¢̃dn ]g = trfcov[(I3 ¡ dn dTn )wn ]g + EfOUB (kwn k3 )g
= 2¾w2 + O(¾w3 ):

(26)

Denote the errors in estimating dn and pn ,
respectively, by the following:
±dn = d̂n ¡ dn

(27)

±rn = d̄n ¡ pn

(28)

where pn was defined in (5). Moreover, define
±̃rn = (I3 ¡ dn dTn )±rn :
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Fig. 7. (a) Proposed MFF algorithm’s tracking-error performance. (b) Reveals how this MFF algorithm weighs the two forgetting
factors (¸1 , ¸2 ) as the mobile emitter slows over time. (c) Shows larger tracking errors that would have resulted if only one of ¸1 and
¸2 were used throughout projectile.

Define ¢̃pn = (I3 ¡ dn dTn )¢pn and ±̃rn =
(I3 ¡ dn dTn )±rn , then [9, eq. (36)]

With (7), (28), and a Taylor-series expansion,
d̂n =

d̄n
kd̄n k

=

dn + ±rn ¾s¡2
pn + ±rn
=
kpn + ±rn k kdn + ±rn ¾s¡2 k

= dn + (I3 ¡ dn dTn )±rn ¾s¡2 + OUB (k±rn k2 ¾s¡4 )

(30)

trfcov[±̃rn ]g = trfcov[±̃pn ]g

±dn = ±̃rn ¾s¡2 + OUB (k±rn k2 ¾s¡4 ):

+ trfcov[¢̃pn ]g

The angular-estimation error and its variance are,
respectively, given by [9, eqs. (27) and (30)]:
±®n = 2 arcsin(kd̂n ¡ dn k=2) = k±dn k + OUB (k±dn k3 )
(31)
var[±®n ] = trfcov[±̃rn ]g¾s¡4 + O(E[k±̃rn k3 ]¾s¡6 ):

trfcov[±̃pn ]g = trf(I3 ¡ dn dTn )cov[±pn ]g

(36)

= trf(I3 ¡ dn dTn )cov[±pn ](I3 ¡ dn dTn )g:
(37)
The term cov[±pn ] = E[±pn ±pTn ] of (37) equals
[3, Appendix B]

±rn = d̄n ¡ pn = ¸d̄n¡1 + (1 ¡ ¸)p̃n ¡ pn
= ¸(pn¡1 + ±rn¡1 ) + (1 ¡ ¸)(pn + ±pn ) ¡ pn
(34)

"

#
¾p2 ¾s2
¾v2 (¾s2 + ¾p2 )
cov[±pn ] = varfjsn j g +
dn dTn +
I3 :
2
2
2

where ¢pn = pn+1 ¡ pn .
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(35)

To determine the first term on the right-hand side of
(35), let ±̃pn = (I3 ¡ dn dTn )±pn . Note that (I3 ¡ dn dTn )2 =
(I3 ¡ dn dTn ). For any size-compatible matrices A and
B, it holds that tr(AB) = tr(BA). Hence,

(33)

The estimation error of d̄n equals

= ¸±rn¡1 + (1 ¡ ¸)±pn ¡ ¸¢pn

¸2
:
1 ¡ ¸2

(32)

To evaluate cov[±̃rN ], note that d̄N in (6) can be
written recursively as in (9),
d̄n = ¸d̄n¡1 + (1 ¡ ¸)p̃n :

1¡¸
1+¸
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Hence, (36) becomes

trf(I3 ¡ dn dTn )cov[±pn ]g

#
)
¾p2 ¾s2
¾v2 (¾s2 + ¾p2 )
T
dn dn +
I3
= tr
varfjsn j g +
2
2
(
)
¾v2 (¾s2 + ¾p2 )
T
= tr (I3 ¡ dn dn )
I3
2
(

(I3 ¡ dn dTn )

=

"

2

¾v2 (¾s2 + ¾p2 )
trf(I3 ¡ dn dTn )g
2

= ¾v2 (¾s2 + ¾p2 ):

(40)
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